
 

PROMPT LEVELS 
 

Least Restrictive- Independent (I) 
Verbal (V) 
Gestural/Visual (GV) 
Partial Physical (PP) 

Most Restrictive- Full Physical (FP) 
 
 

 
 
Independent (I): The student required no assistance, after the after the 
Discriminative Stimulus-Initial Cue , to complete assigned task.  
 
Example:  
Initial Cue:  “Sam it’s time to work on your IEP goal, please show me your I.D.” 
Sam then shows staff his I.D. with no further prompting. 
Staff gives Sam  specific  verbal praise for completing the task,  
“Great job Sam, you showed me your I.D.” 
This would be recorded as  Independent (I). 
 
 
 
Verbal (V): The student required verbal prompting, after the Discriminative 
Stimulus-Initial Cue , to complete assigned task.  
 
Example:  
Initial Cue:  “Sam it’s time to work on your I.D. goal, please show me your I.D.” 
Sam does not respond.  
Staff prompts Sam: “Sam please show me your I.D.”  Sam then shows staff his I.D. with no 
further prompting. 
Staff gives Sam  specific  verbal praise for completing the task,  
“Great job Sam, you showed me your I.D.” 
This is would be recorded as  Verbal prompting (V) . 
 
 
 



 
 

PROMPT LEVELS 
 
 
Gestural/Visual: The student required gestural (visual) prompting, after the 
after the Discriminative Stimulus-Initial Cue , to complete assigned task.  
 
Example:  
Initial Cue:  “Sam it’s time to work on your I.D. goal, please show me your I.D.” 
Sam does not respond.  
Staff prompts Sam: “Sam please show me your I.D.” 
Sam does not respond. 
Staff then points to Sam’s I.D. and repeats verbal prompt, “Sam please show me your I.D.” 
Sam then shows staff his I.D. with no further prompting. 
Staff gives Sam  specific  verbal praise for completing the task,  
“Great job Sam, you showed me your I.D.” 
This is would be recorded as  Gestural/Visual prompting (GV) . 
 
 
 
Partial Physical (PP): The student required partial physical prompting, after 
the after the Discriminative Stimulus- Initial Cue , to complete assigned task.  
 
Example:  
Initial Cue:  “Sam it’s time to work on your I.D. goal, please show me your I.D.” 
Sam does not respond.  
Staff prompts Sam: “Sam please show me your I.D.” 
Sam does not respond. 
Staff then points to Sam’s I.D. and repeats verbal prompt, “Sam please show me your I.D.” 
Sam does not respond. 
Staff then takes Sam’s hand and puts it on his I.D., releases Sam’s hand, and repeats verbal 
prompt, “Sam please show me your I.D.” 
Sam then shows staff his I.D. with no further prompting. 
Staff gives Sam  specific  verbal praise for completing the task,  
“Great job Sam, you showed me your I.D.” 
This is would be graded as  Partial Physical prompting (PP) . 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 

PROMPT LEVELS 
 
 
 
Full Physical (FP): The student required full physical assistance, after the after 
the Discriminative Stimulus-Initial Cue , to complete assigned task.  
 
Example:  
Initial Cue:  “Sam it’s time to work on your I.D. goal, please show me your I.D.” 
Sam does not respond.  
Staff prompts Sam: “Sam please show me your I.D.” 
Sam does not respond. 
Staff then points to Sam’s I.D. and repeats verbal prompt, “Sam please show me your I.D.” 
Sam does not respond. 
Staff then takes Sam’s hand and puts it on his I.D., releases Sam’s hand,  and repeats verbal 
prompt, “Sam please show me your I.D.” 
Sam does not respond. 
Staff then takes Sam’s hand and puts it on his I.D., continues holding onto his hand, repeats 
verbal prompt, “Sam please show me your I.D.”  Staff picks up Sam’s hand with the I.D. 
Staff gives Sam  specific  verbal praise for completing the task,  
“Great job Sam, you showed me your I.D.” 
This would be recorded as  Full Physical prompting (FP) . 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 


